Vocabulary Options Examples
Synonyms
*Use thesaurus.com or your vocabulary workbook.
*Each word needs to have a synonym.
1. celebrity: star
2. counsel: advice
3. demonstrate: model
Antonyms
*Each word needs to have a antonym.
1. celebrity: anonymous
2. counsel: misdirect
3. demonstrate: hide
Definitions
*Use your Vocabulary Workshop ONLY (sadlierconnect.com is fine too).
*Write ALL of the definition for each word.
1. celebrity: n. a well-known person; someone who is famous; fame
2. counsel: n. opinions or ideas given for a plan of action; a talk that leads to a decision; a
lawyer. v. to give advice or an opinion; to offer help
3. demonstrate: v. to clearly explain, show, or prove with examples, models, or
experiments; to gather in public to support an opinion or cause
Sentences
1. The celebrity was bombarded by paparazzi when she left the store.
2. We chose Tim Ricks to be our counsel in court.
3. The teacher will demonstrate how to properly complete Vocabulary Options.

Vocabulary Story
Once upon a time in a land not too far from St. Therese, there was a girl named Sara
Glam. Sara dreamed of being a celebrity, but her father was poor. Sara worked every day to
save up money to go to Hollywood. During the week she worked for a lawyer who was
counsel on many cases. On the weekend she worked as a farmer. Students would visit the
farm and she would demonstrate how to milk that cows. Sara never gave up on her dream of
becoming a celebrity (no matter how many cows she had to milk). One day Sara counted her
money and realized she had enough to go to Hollywood. She packed a suitcase and headed to
Hollywood. It was not easy to become famous, but after many auditions she finally landed a
movie role! Sara is now a celebrity!
Figurative Language Sentences
*Note: you can use variations of the word if it works better in your sentence. I.e. in #3 I used
demonstration instead of demonstrate. This works for the story option too.
1. The celebrity was as mean as a bear coming out of hibernation. (simile)
2. The counsel’s office was a pig pen. (metaphor)
3. The demonstration took 100 hours! (hyperbole)

